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guaranteed freedom of speech, meeting, and association, that is, the
abolition of the semi‑feudal, controlling organization of the Emperor system

(Tenno‑sei

:

U) ; (2) The abolition of the semi‑feudal tax system and

the improvement of the pre‑modern exploitative relations between
capitalists and workers, and between parasitic landowners and peasants ;
(3) The rejection of imperialistic power policies. These demands were
not necessarily insisted upon with same strength. The combinations of
these demands and the irrespective emphasis varied considerably within
the period.

The difference in the demands of these two democratic campaigns,
which were primarily stimulated by a conception of human dignity and
freedom, were due to differences in the economic stage of development.

The Liberty and Popular Rights Movement developed at a period
when capitalistic production was still elementary, so the driving force

of this movement was provided by farmers, particularly upper class
farmers, and intellectuals Lrom the ex‑samurai. In the Taisho Democ‑
racy period the driving force came from the new niddle class of the
city, In the first half of the Taisho period, this driving force was
assisted by unfavoured capitalists, and in the second half by the working
and tenant farmer classes.

An important difference between the two campaigns was the pres‑
ence or absence of a definite political organization to provide leadership

for the campaign. In the Liberty and Popular Rights Movement,
leadership was in the hands of political party organizations ; the Aikoku‑
koto : l/¥(z ;

(Patriotic Party), followed by the Risshisha

L+ * ;

(Hope

Party), the Aikokusha ; I k (Patriot Party), and the Jiyato
1
(Liberty Party). More distinctively, this campaign was symbolized by
Itagaki, Taisuke

i '

̲i ;

, its leadin*" politician. In other words, this

campaign was equipped with a definite image as a coherent political
movement. In the case of Taisho Democracy, on the other hand, political
party leadership such as the above did not exist. The leaders of the
campaign consisted of radical politicians within the existing parties,
journalists, university professors, and members of labour unions. No
unified and enduring political organization arose capable of welding

together these diverse elements. As a result Taisho Democracy had
many fringe elements and did not have the character of a coherent
political movement to the same extent as the Liberty ahd Popular Rights
Movement. It is difE:cult to point out any person comparable to Itagaki

Taisuke as a character symbolizing the movement. Yoshino Sakuz
i;f

may just about be cited as such a flgure. That this non‑profes‑
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sional politician and liberal thinker has to be cited illustrates the am‑

biguous and complex character of Taisho Democracy, and the difficulty
of grasping it by theoretical scholarship.

In the following pages Taisht; Democracy will be divided into three
stages‑(1) from 1905 to 1913, (II) from 1914 to 1918, and (III) from 1919
to 1925‑and the main characteristics of each stage will be pointed out.

II

The Meiji Constitutional system, which was established after the dis‑
solution of the Liberty and Popular Rights Movement, was a semi‑absolute
political system, though its outward Lppearance was that of a constitu‑

tional monarchy. The rights of the House of Representatives which
represented the people were confined to partial scrutiny of the budget
and the approval of legislation. The right to vote in the election of the

members of the House of Representatives was given to landowners and
capitalists who represented only I per cent of the nation. Freedom of
speech, meeting, and association were severely restrained by the Meeting
and Association Law (Shakai Seisha‑ho

{

r

, T hi

Public Safety and Police Law (Chian Keisatsu‑ho

), Iater revised to the

i

i

), and the

Newspaper Law (Shimbunshi‑ho f ' ･ i ). Moreover, a pre‑modern tax
system prevailed alongside the almost unlimited exploitation of workers
by capitalists and of tenant farmers by parasitic landowners.
The people who controlled the governing power were invested with
the authority of the Emperor, and exercised extensive rights in the

Executive, the Judiciary, and the Legislature. They were strongly
entrenched in the Privy Council, the House of Peers, and various
executive bodies. In particular the Army and the Navy were protected
against interference from the House of Representatives by carefully
contrived legal devices.
The political parties fought against the bureaucratic forces to enlarge

the rights of the Diet in its initial period prior to the Sino‑Japanese

War. After the War, however, a section of the bureaucratic forces
made a compromise with the political parties, and the Seiyizkai

was organized in 1900 with It

Hirobumi

} ;f

as its President.

After this, co‑operation between the Seiyakai and the bureaucratic forces

lasted fundamentally until 1924. In this period the influence of the
Seiyakai became relatively stronger, but no efforts were made during
the first d. ecade of 1900 to improve the legal rights of the Diet either
by the Seiytzkai or by its opppsing party, the Kenseihonto 7
; .
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to strengthen legal civilian control over the military organs, thus finally

leading to the Manchuri n Incident.

In this way the demands of Taisho Democracy were incompletely
realized under the political party government system. Where then should
the political party government system be placed historically ? The main
content of the reform of the ruling structure in 1925 was the replacement
in the leading positions of the Meiji Constitutional state structure of the
clan oligarchy and bureaucratic forces by political party forces represent‑
ing monopoly capitalists. This reform reflected politically the progress

of capitalism to higher levels in the economic system, and it certainly
marks a step forward in the political system, but since the political
freedom of the common people was still not guaranteed, this reform cannot

be said to have been democratic. The system realized in 1925 may be
termed a pseudo‑democratic imperialistic ruling structure.
Thus the political party government structure established in the later

Taisho period was not the result of the victory of Taish Democracy.
In exactly the same way, the Meiji Constitutional system was not the
outcome of the victory of the Liberty and Popul r Rights Movement.
It may rather be said that these two governing systems wefe established
after the breakdown of the two democratic movements in question.
Why did the bourgeois democratic movement of Taisho Democracy
break down ? The first reason was that the bourgeois political parties
which should naturally have led the movement had already been made

a part of the old ruling system when the movement began, and had
already lost the will to reform it. In their fears of the world‑wide
development of the socialist movement, even comparatively progressive
parties such as the Kenseikai and the Kokuminto drew closer to the old
ruling forces. The second reason was that the unprivileged capitalist class

which was one of the principal bases of the movement came under the
sway of monopolistic capital when this was firmly established and lost
their position as an independent political force opposed to the ruling
structure. Again, the urban middle class, that is to say the petit‑bourgeois

class, were agitated by fe

rs of socialism, and were taken in by the

feigned extension of political rights by the ruling forces. A third reason
was that the‑ pioneer labour organizations in a position to lead the pro‑
letarian classes vainly dreamed of realizing a socialist system in a single
bound, and were almost totally ignorant of the value of the struggle for
political freedom.

In this way Taisho Democracy broke down. But whereas the
democratic movement lay dormant for some time after the Liberty and
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Popular Rights Movement, the objectives of democracy were immediately
taken up anew by the " Movement for the Emancipation of the Prole‑
tariat" in the case of Taisho Democracy. Realizing the importance of
political freedom, the advanced groups of the proletariat organized a polit‑

ical party and made the realization of political freedom their first
objective. But after 1928 this movement began to decline as a result
of the Peace Preservation Law.
The above history of Taisho Democracy in Japan shows how difiicult
it is to achieve the political modernization, or democratization, of a back‑
I

ward capitalistic country at the stage of Imperialism. It also suggests
what kinds of political forces have to come together in order to realize
democracy.

